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Winner of the prestigious iF Design award, Blomberg  

ranges bring sophistication, thoughtfulness, and  

cutting-edge technology to the kitchen, harmonizing 

elegance with chef-worthy functionality with the effortless 

style your upscale home deserves. This balance is  

evident in every feature, from the sleek oven handle and 

sculpted ergonomic knobs to the beautiful LED lights  

under the bullnose that illuminate the controls and 

programmable electronic timer.
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BLOMBERG 30" PRO STYLE DUAL FUEL RANGE

IN HARMONY WITH NATURE
©2017 Beko US, Inc. All rights reserved. 

CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN DESIGN

Winner of the prestigious iF Design award, Blomberg 
ranges bring sophistication, thoughtfulness, and  
cutting-edge technology to the kitchen, harmonizing 
elegance and chef-worthy functionality with the  
effortless style your upscale home deserves. This 
balance is evident in every feature, from the sleek oven 
handle and sculpted ergonomic knobs to the beautiful 
LED lights under the bullnose that illuminate the controls 
and programmable electronic timer.

TRUE EUROPEAN CONVECTION

Blomberg’s advanced convection system features an 
additional dedicated heating element around the  
cooking fan to circulate warm air evenly, creating a 

three-dimensional cooking effect that works consis-

tently on every rack. Roasts and casseroles cook faster 
and more uniformly. Baked goods are evenly browned 
and beautiful. Multiple dishes cook to perfection at 

the same time with no mixing of flavors or aromas.

18,000 BTU–675 BTU BURNERS

Ingenious Blomberg technology can actually help you 
refine your culinary skills! Flexible-power burners offer 

preset options for more precise cooking at different 

temperatures. The 18,000 BTU setting delivers high  
heat to speed up preparation with a fast boil or sizzle.  
Switching to the 675 BTU setting automatically adjusts  
to gentler heat, ideal for simmering delicate sauces,  
melting chocolate, or cooking fluffy rice like an expert.


